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FRAM E THE PROBLEM : HSI NEEDS 
EVANGELISTS

• NDIA HSC’s purpose

• Value of Artifacts

• Scope of the  need in HSI 

• Choose a target audience 

• Information Consolidation

HSI Policy & Guidance Summary
• Department of Defense Directive (DoDD) 5000.01, “The 

Defense Acquisition System” (June 2022)

• DoD Instruction (DoDI) 5000.02, “Operation of the Adaptive 
Acquisition Framework” (July 2022)

• DoDI 5000.95 “Human Systems Integration in Defense 
Acquisition” (April 2022) 

• MIL-STD-46855A, DoD Standard Practice, Human Engineering 
Requirements for Military Systems, Equipment, and Facilities 

• Office of the Deputy Director for Engineering, OUSD (R&E) 
(May 2022). Human Systems Integration Guidebook
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Purpose of NDIA HSC is the promotion and education of human systems needs among government and industry stakeholders. We’re here to advance our disciplines, to share best practices, and to advise our principal(s) on policy questions when so requested.Artifacts: We spend a great deal of energy year in, year out talking about what needs to change. But talk is cheap; if you haven’t produced something tangible, that shapes policy, like we’ve heard Mr. DeLuca and Mr. Gaither talk about already today, you can at least produce something tangible that can help stakeholders make sense of the copious guidance that exists about how we in the DoD define HSI and its domains and what PMs and stakeholders can do to avoid relearning the same lessons again and again, to reduce programmatic risk, and generate some ROI from investments of time and money into HS considerations.So what a group of us decided to do this year was help the HSD produce a tangible artifact to help one of the HSI target audiences meet its information dietary needs. HSI practitioners know where to look for policy guidance, and they have the time and bandwidth to consume it all.But there are a world of other stakeholders who don’t have that time, and who may be reluctant to get smart on 1,000 pages of policy guidance on yet another acquisition relevant focus area. That’s the audience we had in mind with the artifact we’ve produced.  We decided to build a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) list for stakeholders who might need assistance



HS I F AQ LIS T

JHSIWG already has an FAQ list available  at: 
https://www.dau.edu/cop/hsi/resources/hsi-
frequently-asked-questions

Our team pulled together HSI practitioners, 
experts, and warrant holders, to produce 
expansions to this list.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But somebody already built one!The DAU has an HSI FAQ list already published, that has been coordinated with the JHSIWG. Mitch Woods graciously agreed to take on the additions our group was producing for expansions to this list.(The JHSIWG are currently working on building a working library of HSI-relevant contractual language, which should be our group’s next challenge. I know Daniel Wallace, one of our panelists in the next event, is working on that effort right now.)As one more plug for their excellent work: If you are an HSI practitioner, and are trying to do your job without access to the resources consolidated on the JHSIWG’s pages on the DoD All Partners Access Network (APAN), you are doing a lot of extra, unnecessary work. Get a membership in that community!!!

https://www.dau.edu/cop/hsi/resources/hsi-frequently-asked-questions
https://www.dau.edu/cop/hsi/resources/hsi-frequently-asked-questions


CONTRIBUTORS

• Henry Phillips

• Scott Kozak

• Ana Borja

• Gordon Gattie

• Daniel Wallace  

• J im Pharmer

• Kelly Hale

• Gary Strunk

• Mark Richter
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PROCESS AND DRAFTS

First drafts developed between Oct 
and mid-Dec 2023

Revisions built around biweekly 
meetings

The list we have is a viable  first cut

Guiding principles in question scope and 
curation: 

• Can we provide a meaningful answer in 
200-500 words?  

• Is this a question stakeholders will benefit 
from outside  existing guidance?

• Will this save time or inform a better 
decision?
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EXCERPTS FROM  THE LIST

1. Why should you be doing HSI? 

2. What are the domains of HSI and by 
what authority are PM stakeholders 
required to incorporate it? 

3. What are the associated terms that show 
how different domains are related to HSI 
and how they are related? 

4. What are some emerging technologies 
that would benefit from HSI involvement 
and why or how? 

5. Why should you resource and fund an HSI 
team?

6. Where should HSI fall in your organizational 
structure on a program?

7. What is the expertise required to practice HSI?

8. Why is it important to involve usability 
assessment in your acquisition strategy?

9. What are the barriers to including HSI in early 
concept development in an acquisition 
program?
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N EXT S TEP S

• Get the  final version of the  list live

• Promote  awareness of the  resource  we 
built along with existing tools

• Join JHSIWG APAN group!

• Build more artifacts in support of 
JHSIWG
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our next event on the agenda is a panel presentation by four of the major contributors to this list, who will be discussing many of the ideas and issues captured in this FAQ list. Their discussion will focus on making HSI accessible. 
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